Building accurate initial models for FWI is a very challenging task in near surface contexts. This is due to the complex behavior of the surface waves (SW) while interacting with the highly heterogeneous geophysical properties distribution. The geometrical dispersion of SW can be exploited to estimate the subsurface seismic velocity model. Commonly, SW dispersion curves (DCs) are used to retrieve the S-wave velocity (Vs) profiles, but recent studies have proposed a method based on the concept of SW skin depth to estimate also P-wave velocity (Vp) profiles. An integrated DCs clustering and data-transform approach, based on SW data only, suggests the possibility of building accurate enough Vp and Vs initial models for FWI application. Here we perform a synthetic test where the estimated model is compared with the true synthetic model using a spectral element full-waveform modeling code. Results on a synthetic example with local high variations of heterogeneities motivate us to future more complex tests and real applications.
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Introduction:
Full-Waveform Inversion (FWI) is a challenging non-linear data fitting procedure based on the numerical solution of waves equation (Virieux and Operto, 2009; Fichtner, 2011) . It is aimed to provide high resolution images of the subsurface physical parameters (i.e. Vp, Vs, density, Q factor). One of its bottlenecks is the high computational cost, especially when the elastic waves equation is considered. The other one is the intrinsic non-linearity of the inverse problem for which many alternative solutions are proposed. Nowadays, the majority of the FWI codes are based on gradient-descent methods. In the framework of this local optimization, an accurate enough initial model is required to guarantee the convergence of the inversion algorithm. This request is even more imperative in near surface contexts, because of complex interaction between waves and topography nearby the acquisition system.
A hierarchical workflow aimed to build accurate Vs and Vp initial models for FWI in near surface acquisition may come from surface waves analysis. The focused workflow incorporates techniques proposed by and .
The aim of the work illustrates the both Vs and Vp models building only from SW DCs analysis. A simple synthetic model characterized by a complex-shaped low velocity target embedded into a layered structure is a first test of such potential workflow.
Method and synthetic example
The synthetic model (Figure 1 ) is represented by a 3D layered model with a low velocity body (target) embedded. The target is characterized by 5 m x 5 m width in the horizontal directions at the surface and, respectively, 2 m x 2 m width in correspondence of its maximum depth (2.5 m). The choice of the synthetic model properties is inspired from a small scale field test site to be used in the future for real demonstrations. The seismic data corresponding to this synthetic model are synthetized using a 3D spectral-element code based on an efficient mesh design strategy (SEM46). The code embeds two levels of MPI-based parallelization: Cartesian-based domain decomposition and parallel management of multiple seismic shots (Trinh et al., 2017a and 2017b) .
The true data is collected along a 2D seismic line made of 72 vertical receivers, that crosses the center of the lowvelocity target; the distance between receivers is set to 0.3 m. The seismic experiment includes 11 vertical source points, 7 of them inside the receiver line, with spacing 2.7 m and 4 of them outside the both extremities of the line, with 2 m spacing.
We design the numerical simulations honoring the space and time stability conditions. In particular, we set the 3D grid spacing to 0.2 m according to the volume condition (Trinh et al., 2017a) . A Ricker source with central frequency of 60 Hz and a time sampling of 1e-5 s (according to the CFL time stability condition) are used. The total duration of the acquisition is 0.412 s. This acquisition scheme mimics a real experiment design.
After generating the true synthetic data, we estimated a set of dispersion curves along the receiver line. A moving Gaussian window (Bergamo et al., 2012) improves the picking of spectral maxima in the spectral domain for the DCs estimation and extraction. 9 DCs are representative of the velocities in the different zones of the line. In Figure 2 we show two examples of fk spectra and DCs extracted outside and inside the low velocity body, while in Figure 3 we report all the obtained dispersion curves. 
A reference curve for each cluster is used for a Monte
Carlo inversion to obtain a reference Vs model; 3. The reference Vs model is transformed into a timeaverage Vs model, according to Equation 1, where h represents the thickness of the layered structure and V Si is the velocity of the i th layer; Vp and Vs using a Dix-like formula.
We interpolated the velocity profiles along the line to obtain a 2D model that has then been extended to a 3D model by assuming lateral invariance for proper amplitude modeling. We extended the model laterally and in depth, beyond the DCs investigation limit, to avoid non-physical signal reflections from the boundaries of the computational grid. The lateral extension is based on invariance, while the extension in depth is done using a velocity gradient obtained exclusively from the information provided by the DCs. Therefore, the lateral and vertical extension is not inspired from the true model. The initial model obtained from DCs analysis is shown in Figure 5 .
We consider these models as initial models for FWI and, therefore, we compute seismograms as initial data for the inversion. For this second numerical simulations, the previous acquisition geometry and input parameters are preserved. More specifically, the same source wavelet is used. Figure 6 shows the comparison between the seismic data obtained for the true model (top) and the seismic data obtained for the initial model (bottom). In Figure 7 we show trace-by-trace comparison between true data (represented in black) and initial data (plotted in magenta). 
Results
The results for all the 11 th shots provide a good matching between true and estimated seismic traces, especially for near offsets. This agreement satisfies almost completely the cycle-skipping criterion outside the low velocity target. Inside the target, the matching is also good for short offsets.
Quantitatively, the order of data misfit (computed as absolute value of the difference between true and estimated data) is very low (Figure 8 ). The lowest data misfit occurs for the external shots, far from the low velocity target, while the misfit value progressively increases as the distance from the target decreases. The highest data misfit occurs at the shot nr. 6, placed in the center of the target. This fact highlights once more the challenging nature of the initial models design in near-surface heterogeneous media. 
Conclusion
We propose an integrated procedure, based on SW dispersion curves transform, for building near-surface initial velocity models for FWI. At this aim we showed that, using the data transform approach and the clustering procedure, it is possible to retrieve accurate Vp and Vs models from surface waves dispersion curves. We exemplify our method using a synthetic model with high lateral velocity variations and we validate the output models by comparing the data of the true and proposed initial models using a spectral elements code.
The data corresponding to the estimated models are in very good agreement with the true data, especially outside the low velocity target. There is also a good agreement between the two dataset inside the target for near offsets. Considering all these elements we could define this model retrieved from DC analysis as a good candidate for initial model building for FWI. These results prompt up for future investigation on more complex synthetic models and on real data.
